
A great school looks like....... A great school sounds like....... A great school feels like.......
sunshine and shade under a tree a song warmth
state of the art technology in all classrooms, modern, 
clean and offering vendor programs for extracurricular 
activities vs. just extended day Communication and transparency 

A place where my child is happy and given the 
opportunity to exceed required state standards at each 
grade level

Welcoming Positive Engaging 
A place where children feel safe and safe to be 
themselves. It is a place where educators, administrative 
staff and other students create an inviting atmosphere for 
everyone. And most importantly it is a place where 
children want to be to learn new and exciting topics and 
not a place forced to be at.

How children want to express themselves. Whether that 
be different languages spoken, different musical 
instruments played, different sounds of sports or through 
dance or voice. 

A place where children want to share their daily 
experiences with friends and family after school. If my 
children want to talk about what they have learned or 
experienced at school at the dinner table, the school has 
done it’s job. 

Busy, lively, diverse, inclusive Laughter, ideas, acceptance, help, openness
Home, warm, caring, safe, an adventure, fresh, 
expansive, supportive

Smiling, engaged people with faces full of curiosity and 
wonder buzzzzzzz (talking, interacting, collaborating, creating

a safe place where mistakes are okay and people cheer 
each other on to do their personal best

A welcoming and vibrant place with lots of stimulating 
activities and areas Engaged conversation with occasional laughter

A good workout - some sweat, some strain, and healthy 
challenges

One where the school leadership provides teachers, staff, 
students and parents with frequent communication about 
what is happening. laughter a place where kids don't fear how other kids treat them
lots of child centered areas (playgrounds, library,); lots of 
student developed decorations (art,); clean, safe rooms 
and facilities; fresh bright colors; lots of activity; lots of 
student-student and student-teacher interactions; modern 
facilities and technology; stimulating visuals and lots of 
colors and textures; lots of open areas

laughing; happy voices; dialogues between peers and 
teachers; students playing music and singing; no loud 
disturbing noises; dedicated quiet areas; kids playing 
outside; teachers and students respectfully and 
thoughtfully conversing with each other

sense of belonging; sense of purpose and mission; 
willingness to stretch oneself; confidence, trust; respect; 
safety; love; compassion; empathy; happiness; fulfillment; 
flourishing; curiosity; wonder; pride; accomplishment

attractive, controlled chaos, diverse, colorful, filled with 
choices and activities (books, instruments, class pets, 
students' work), it's cared for by students, parents and 
faculty, it has faculty that love their job and want to be 
their, it has room for creativity and independent thinking, a 
first rate playground, warm and inviting

happy, joyful, noisy, chattering, music, conversations, 
discussions, kids playing, laughing, talking, debates

safe, warm, inviting, accepting, a great place to learn, a 
place where kids want to come and spend time, it's 
amenable to differences in learning styles, a community, a 
place where faculty love to be, people are passionate 
about what they do, it's cared about

Calming colors, colorful murals, clean, messy, sunlight, 
cozy/safe places, green gardens growing, trees, 
sandboxes, dirt to dig, earth to move, teachers to facilitate 

Quiet, soothing, drums, singing, questions, comments, 
advice, Spanish, Mandarin, laughing

Calming, inspiring, safe, inclusive, understanding, 
encouraging, compassionate, fun, challenging, interesting

a welcoming open campus where there are lots of places 
to grow emotionally, socially, and physically. 

Sometimes quiet and sometimes loud depending on what 
is going on. Laughter on the playground, songs coming 
from the music room, quiet while kids are listening to 
either a teacher or another student sharing ideas or 
presenting a project.

a community, a place you can go and strike up a 
conversation with another parent or teacher or staff 
member. A place that extends beyond the walls of the 
classroom and is involved in the local community and 
where most of the families know each other. 

Vibrant, interactive, and full of smiles. I also have to add 
well maintained because I’m a neat freak.

Ideas exchanged, conversations and healthy debates 
encouraged and anything but quiet!

A place with a vision to create and nurture world 
changers, from all disciplines. 

Comfortable Happiness Light & breezy 



A great school looks like....... A great school sounds like....... A great school feels like.......
a united community of students, parents,  and teachers 
dedicated to cultivating a culture of learning.

kids laughing and enjoying learning through hard work, 
experience, and fun.

a comfortable home with family members who happen to 
be fellow students.

smiling students and teachers great discussions, "wow", songs and cheering home when you walk in the gate. 
colorful and exciting animated discussions someplace you want to come back to

An interesting environment that engages students. 

A school should be full of joy and laughter. Kids should 
enjoy and have fun while learning which should increase 
student engagement in the learning process.

Like you belong there. It should feel comfortable like you 
are in your own home. It should also feel safe and a place 
where you can express yourself. It should have an 
emphasis of getting the most out of every student.

A well-maintained, clean and bright physical environment 
backed by a community of involved and engaged parents.

Happy laughter of kids playing, kids asking questions and 
presenting their work/ideas, a space for quiet 
concentration and learning.

A treasure of the community that produces a lineage of 
happy, curious, respectful and productive students.

Cheerful Laughter and encouragement Excitement 
smiles, laughter loud, activity, movement warm, inviting, non-judgemental
A place where the children and the teachers are working 
happily together.  It is filled with lots of projects hung up 
and shown with pride.  There are lots of smiles on faces. Joyful chatter, laughter, thoughtful discussion.

A safe and joyful place where kids can take intellectual 
and creative risks.

An aesthetically pleasing place, clean, has kids' art, 
projects, and plantings around. 

Kids talking to each other, sharing ideas, feeling excited 
about learning, playing, collaborating. Teachers are 
encouraging, disciplining constructively, offering advice, 
sharing their experience and knowledge, getting kids 
excited about learning. Has music and singing.

A home away from home, honoring different ways of 
learning things, knowing there are multiple perspectives 
and ways of finding answers, has safe spaces, friendships 
can be made there, a supportive environment.


